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ABSTRACT

This paper quanti es the auses of end-to-end Internet path
failures and the e e ts of routing instability on end-to-end
performan e. Studies have shown that end-to-end Internet
failures (periods of prolonged pa ket loss) are widespread.
These failures are typi ally attributed to either ongestion
or routing dynami s. Unfortunately, the extent to whi h
ongestion and routing dynami s ause end-to-end failures,
and the e e t of routing dynami s on end-to-end performan e, are poorly understood.
This paper uses a tive measurements and routing data to
hara terize end-to-end failures observed over one month on
a topologi ally diverse Internet testbed. We nd that routing dynami s ontribute signi antly to end-to-end failures
and, in parti ular, routing dynami s are responsible for most
long-lasting path failures. We lassify failures aused by
routing dynami s into those that involve forwarding loops
and those do not. Our results show that loop-free routing dynami s ause the majority of failures involving routing dynami s, and that failures involving loop-free routing dynami s typi ally last longer than those that involve
loops. We nd that failures aused by routing dynami s are
widespread, and most of the long-lived end-to-end path failures that involve routing dynami s are aused by BGP onvergen e or instability. Our results provide new insights into
the e e ts of routing instability end-to-end Internet path
performan e.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The deployment of intera tive appli ations, su h as voi eover-IP (VoIP) appli ations, multiplayer games, and video
onferen ing, has made high availability of end-to-end Internet paths of paramount importan e. Empiri al studies
have shown that end-to-end Internet path failures (periods
of prolonged pa ket loss) are widespread and an last as long
as 10 minutes [6, 11, 15℄. These prolonged path failures an
degrade the quality of intera tive appli ations and even render them unusable. These failures are typi ally attributed
to either ongestion or routing dynami s; unfortunately, the
extent to whi h ongestion and routing dynami s ause prolonged end-to-end failures, and the e e t of routing dynami s on end-to-end performan e, are poorly understood. In
parti ular, very little is known about (1) how routing instability a e ts end-to-end path performan e (e.g., duration
of rea hability loss, pa ket delivery rates, delay, et .), or
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(2) what auses the routing dynami s that result in these
failures in the rst pla e.
A better understanding of how routing dynami s a e ts endto-end Internet path failures an help network engineers and
proto ol designers determine whi h aspe ts of routing dynami s have the most detrimental impa t on end-to-end
path performan e. An understanding of how routing dynami s a e t end-to-end path performan e an also enable
end-hosts to make informed rea tive routing de isions using
overlay networks.
Towards this end, this paper quanti es the auses of endto-end Internet path failures and the e e ts of routing instability on end-to-end performan e. To hara terize path
failures, we olle t a tive measurements and routing data
observed over one month on a topologi ally diverse Internet
testbed. We nd that routing dynami s ontribute signi antly to end-to-end failures, and that nearly all long-lasting
path failures are aused by routing dynami s. We lassify
failures aused by routing dynami s into those that involve
forwarding loops and those that are loop-free. Our results
show that the majority of failures are aused by loop-free
routing dynami s and that failures aused by loop-free routing dynami s typi ally last longer than those that involve
loops.
To explore the feasibility of deploying rea tive routing for
masking various types of end-to-end path failures, we hara terize the spatial diversity of these failures. We observe
that most paths experien e failures, and that failures aused
by routing dynami s are spread a ross a large number of loations, whi h is onsistent with observations from previous
work [6℄. We also observe that most path failures are independent (i.e., a single failure does not a e t rea hability
a ross a large number of paths), and nearly all path failures
aused by routing dynami s a e ted rea hability between a
single pair of end-hosts. (The same was not true for failures not aused by routing dynami s, whi h o asionally
a e ted rea hability to a large fra tion of other end-hosts.)
This nding suggests that rea tive routing an potentially
mask path failures aused by routing dynami s, although it
may sometimes be less su essful at masking other types of
failures.
We nd that many of the long-lived failures that are aused

by routing dynami s are due to the behavior of today's interdomain routing proto ol, Border Gateway Proto ol (BGP) [16℄.
We observe that a signi ant portion of end-to-end failures
aused by loop-free routing dynami s are the result of BGP's
pro ess of exploring alternate paths during onvergen e. We
also observe that most path failures aused by routing loops
an be attributed to BGP routing dynami s.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 des ribes our te hniques to identify end-to-end failures aused
by routing dynami s. We des ribe our measurement setup
in Se tion 3. We hara terize auses of end-to-end path failures at Se tion 4. In Se tion 5, we analyze the extent to
whi h routing dynami s are aused by BGP. We list related
works in Se tion 6. We end with on lusions in Se tion 7.

2.

IDENTIFYING ROUTING DYNAMICS

There are two major auses of end-to-end path failures: network ongestion and routing dynami s. During network ongestion, pa kets are dropped due to bu er over ow. During routing onvergen e, pa kets might en ounter a loop or
bla khole and eventually be dropped. In this se tion, we
dis uss various types of routing dynami s; we then present
te hniques to identify failures that are aused by routing
dynami s or network ongestion.

2.1 Types of Routing Dynamics

When an event auses a set of routers to lose their urrent
routing information, those routing hanges will be propagated to other routers. We de ne routing hanges following an event as routing dynami s. There are two lasses of
routing proto ols in the Internet: Interior Gateway Proto ol
(IGP) and Border Gateway Proto ol (BGP). Although they
have di erent me hanisms to update routing information,
BGP or IGP route hanges an lead to routing dynami s.
IGP, su h as OSPF and IS-IS, is a link-state routing protool, and it requires ea h router to maintain a topology map
of the network. When a network link hanges state, a notiation, alled a link state advertisement (LSA) is ooded
throughout the network. All routers note the hange and reompute their routes a ordingly. On the other hand, BGP
is a path ve tor routing proto ol, and it requires that ea h
router simply advertise its best route for ea h destination
to its neighbors. When there is an event a e ting a router's
best route to a destination, that router will ompute new
best route (if any) and advertise the routing hange to its
neighbors. If the router does not have any route to the destination, it will send a withdrawal messages to neighbors for
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To the best of our knowledge, our work is the rst to show
that most long-lasting end-to-end Internet path failures are
aused by routing dynami s (rather than persistent ongestion or some other ause). It is also the rst to measure
the e e ts of a tual observed routing dynami s on end-toend performan e (previous work has examined the e e ts
of inje ted faults on end-to-end performan e, but does not
observe the e e ts of naturally o urring faults [10℄). Our
results have important impli ations for enhan ing Internet
reliability. They also unders ore the ne essity of enhan ing today's interdomain routing ar hite ture, should we ever
hope to deploy intera tive, mission- riti al appli ations that
annot tolerate periods of prolonged end-to-end pa ket loss.
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after the link
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and AS 5 is
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Figure 1: During BGP routes ex hanging, looping
is possible between AS 1 and AS 2. AS 1 and AS 2
will use transient routes, whi h are invalid, during
the route from AS 4 onverging
that destination.
In the rest of this se tion, we explain how both BGP and
IGP routing dynami s an ause end-to-end path failures.

2.1.1 Routing Loops
When a set of routers make in onsistent routing de isions a
routing loop an arise. We present several examples to des ribe how routing loops an arise due to BGP, IGP, intera tions BGP and IGP, and stati default routing. In Se tion 5,
we present te hniques to identify those auses based on observations of IP-level path information alone and attribute
routing loops to the following various auses:

 Routing loops due to BGP.

In Figure 1(a), there are ve ASes. The text beside
ea h AS indi ate the routes to d in the order of most
to least preferred. Ea h AS uses the dire t path to
d as the best route. Suppose the link between AS 3
and AS 5 fails. If AS 1 and AS 2 re eive a withdrawal
message from AS 3 at the same time, these two ASes
will ea h sele t the path via the other to rea h d. As a
result, there is a routing loop, as shown in Figure 1(b).
After AS 1 and AS 2 ex hange their new routes, AS
1 will delete the path from AS 2 and sele t the path
from AS 4 as the best path. Finally, all ASes will use
the path via AS 4 en route to d.

 Routing loops due to IGP.

Figure 2, shows three routers running IGP; the number
beside ea h path is the weight of the path. As shown
in Figure 2(a), router 1 sele ts the path via router 2
as its shortest path. Suppose the link between router
2 and router 3 fails, and a LSA is broad ast in the
network, and that router 2 is the rst one to realize
the link failure. The new shortest path for router 2
is via router 1. As a result, all traÆ via router 2
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the
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Figure 2: During link states ex hanging, looping is
possible between router 1 and 2. Router 1 re eives
the LSA later than router 2 does so that router 2
hanges it route to forward pa kets to router 1, but
router 1 still uses an out-of-date path to forward
pa kets to router 2.

(a) Before
the
link
weight
hanges

(b) Route
onvergen e
period
after
the
link weight
hanges

Figure 3: After the link weight for link (2 3) hanges,
looping is possible between router 1 and 2. Router 2
runs BGP routing de ision pro ess rst and forward
traÆ toward router 1, but router 1 still forward
pa kets toward router 2.
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will be forwarded to router 1. However, during this
period, router 1 has not re eived the LSA yet, so it
still forwards traÆ to router 2. In this ase, there is
a forwarding loop between router 1 and router 2, as
shown in Figure 2(b). After router 1 re eives the LSA,
the routing loop stops, and traÆ is forwarded to the
destination, as shown in Figure 2( ).

 Routing loops due to both BGP and IGP.1

Figure 3 has the same topology as Figure 2, with the
only di eren e being that all routers are running both
iBGP and IGP. Initially, every router uses the shortest path to forward traÆ . Suppose that the IGP link
weight hanges from 3 to 20. If router 2 runs its BGP
de ision pro ess rst and updates its forwarding table, router 2 will forward traÆ to router 1. However,
router 1 still forwards traÆ toward router 2 until it
re-runs the BGP de ision pro ess (due to timers, this
may be as mu h as 60 se onds later).

2.1.2 Loop-free Routing Dynamics
Now we onsider the impa t of loop-free routing dynami s |
those that do not lead to loops. During the period that loopfree routing dynami s o ur, pa kets an be dropped due to
la k of up-to-date routing information. One possible reason
is the time lag in obtaining routing information. We de ne
loop-free routing dynami s whi h involve delay in obtaining
routing information, as routing lags.
BGP-speaking routers an experien e routing lags as follows.
In Figure 4, ea h node represents an AS, while ea h link represents the onne tivity between a pair of ASes. AS 2 sele ts
the dire t path as its best path and AS 1 prefers the path
from AS 2 to its dire t path. BGP as a path ve tor proto ol
applies \poison reverse" to avoid routing loops. In this example, AS 1 uses AS 2 to rea h a destination, AS 1 does not
announ e its best route to AS 2. As a result, AS 2 does not
1

This example has also been des ribed in previous work [18℄.
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Figure 4: An example of routing lag o urring at
AS 2. Before the failure between AS 0 and AS 2, the
alternate path (1 0) in AS 1 is invisible to AS 2 due
to BGP \poison reverse". Before AS 2 obtains the
alternate path (1 0) from AS 1, pa kets are dropped
at AS 2.
have routing information about AS 1's dire t path to the
destination. Suppose the link between AS 2 and AS 0 fails.
When AS 2 dete ts the failure, it will send a withdrawal
message to AS 1. Subsequently, AS 1 will advertise its dire t path to AS 2. Until AS 2 learns the alternate path from
AS 1, all pa kets from AS 2 to AS 1 are dropped. Routing
lags an also o ur within an AS.
The time lag of obtaining alternate routes depends on the
distan e to the AS that provides an alternate path and the
rate limiting timers, whi h are used to ontrol the frequen y
of route announ ements. The laten y of obtaining an alternate route from an AS is about 2jdjM RAI , where jdj is the
the number of hops to the AS, and MRAI is the rate limiting
timer: it takes jdj hops for the withdrawal message to arrive
at the AS that has the alternate path, and ea h hop will
apply MRAI timer to the withdrawal. Similarly, when the
alternate path is sent from the AS, every router along the
path applies MRAI timer before re-advertising the alternate
path. Therefore, during routing lags may signi antly delay
the propagation of an alternate path.

2.2 Techniques to Identify Routing Dynamics

An ideal method to identify whether a failure an be attributed to routing dynami s, is to orrelate the failure with

routing hanges, in luding BGP and IGP routing information, from all routers involving in that failure. Unfortunately, studying routing dynami s on end-to-end paths requires obtaining su h a large set of routing information from
multiple ISPs and multiple routers, whi h is extremely diÆult (if not impossible). Instead, we use IP-level path hanges,
as measured by tra eroute, to identify routing dynami s.
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2.2.1 Heuristic to Identify Routing Dynamics
Assume that we have a set of IP-level forwarding paths from
a sour e to a destination. Those paths in lude (1) an IP-level
path before the failure, (2) a set of IP-level paths during the
failure, (3) an IP-level path after the failure. From the set of
IP-level paths, we an identify a routing loop if a tra eroute
shows the same sequen e of routers multiple times. Therefore, we rst identify those routing dynami s that lead to
routing loops.2 Then, we identify loop-free routing dynami s by IP-level path hanges.
Ideally, we ould attribute all observed IP-level path hanges
to loop-free routing dynami s, but this approa h is not always orre t. For example, load balan ing within an AS an
lead to IP-level path hanges. An AS may split traÆ load
between multiple links based on link state proto ol [8℄. In
the s enario shown in Figure 5, suppose the load balan ing
s heduler sends the rst three pa kets along the path (1 2
3), and next three pa kets are along the path (1 3). If link
(2 3) is ongested, the rst three pa kets may be dropped,
while the other three still an be forwarded via another IP
paths. Thus, even though the pa ket loss oin ides with an
IP-level path hange, it would be in orre t to say that the
failure was aused by routing dynami s.
To resolve this potential ambiguity, we ontinue to examine if those routing dynami s show either di erent AS-level
forwarding paths before and after failures or di erent egress
points within an AS. Here, we distinguish AS-level forwarding path that is derived from tra eroutes, from AS path
that shows in BGP table. If those IP-level path hanges are
also AS-level forwarding path hanges, they are due to BGP
routing dynami s. On the other hand, if those IP-level path
hanges have the same AS-level forwarding path, we examine their egress points within an AS. We sele t the rst AS
where the IP-level paths hange. If, within that AS, the IP
paths before and after the failure have the di erent egress
points, we on lude that the failure is aused by routing dynami s, be ause load balan ing typi ally splits traÆ to the
same egress point within an AS.
Figure 6 shows the heuristi we have developed to identify
routing dynami s. The fun tion ASpath() maps an IP-level
path to an AS-level forwarding path, while Egress() derives
the egress router within an AS.

2.2.2 Heuristic to Identify Routing Lags
In order to understand how loop-free routing dynami s an
lead to failures, we design a heuristi to identify failures
2
Note that a loop in one tra eroute run may be aused by an
upstream routing hange. The upstream router adds more
hops so that the sequen e of hops is the same as previously.
We use the same method as des ribed in [15℄ to onsider
the same sequen e or routers shown at least three times as
a forwarding loop.

2

d

Figure 5: Load balan ing using link state within an
AS an result in IP-level path hanges that are not
asso iated with failures.
Input:
(1)P0 ,Pt : IP-level paths before and after a path failure.
(2)F : a set of IP-level paths during the path failure.
1. If there is a loop in F then
the failure is due to routing loop.
2. If P0 6= Pt , then
If ASpath(P0 ) 6= ASpath(Pt), then
the failure is due to loop-free routing dynami s.
If Egress(P0 ) 6= Egress(Pt), then
the failure is due to loop-free routing dynami s.

Figure 6: Heuristi to identify routing dynami s.
that are aused by routing lags. The heuristi is based on
the hanges of failure points. We de ne the last router in
a tra eroute that drops pa kets to a destination as the failure point. If pa kets are dropped at multiple failure points,
and failure points get progressively loser to the sour e, we
on lude this failure is aused by routing lag. The reason is
that the sequen e of failure points, whi h has de reased distan e to the sour e, whi h orresponds to the propagation
dire tion of BGP withdrawals.
For example, in Figure 7, there are multiple IP-level paths
from the sour e s to destination d. Suppose that link between router 4 and d fails at time t = 0. The solid path indiates the path used during the path failure, while the dashed
path represents the path after the path failure. When an upstream router re eives a withdrawal message, for example,
router 3, it will delete the entry to the destination in its
routing table. Be ause router 3 annot nd any alternate
paths, it sends a withdrawal to its upstream hop, router 2.
At time t = 1; 2; 3, we will observe failure points at router
4, 3, 2, respe tively. At t = 4, router 1 re eives the withdrawal, and it has an alternate path, so all pa kets are forwarded along the path (s 1 5 6 d). From this example, we
nd that IP-level path hanges with multiple failure points
re e t routing lags.

2.3 Heuristic to Identify Network Congestion

After identifying a failure that annot be attributed to routing dynami s or routing loops, we ontinue to de ide if the
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Figure 7: Routing lags with multiple failure points.
failure is due to network ongestion. When ongestion o urs, only pa kets are dropped, and it does not involve any
routing hange. Based on the lo ation of failure point, whi h
is de ned as we identify routing lags, we design a heuristi
to identify failures that are aused by ongestion. If all
pa kets are dropped at the same failure point, and before
and after the failure there is no IP-level path hanges, we
on lude this failure is aused by ongestion. If not all pa kets during the failure are dropped, i.e., IP-level forwarding
paths sometimes an rea h the destination, we onsider this
failure is also aused by ongestion. However, our heuristi
may misidentify routing dynami s with the same property as
ongestion be ause su h transient routing dynami s might
not be aptured by tra eroutes.

3.

MEASUREMENT SETUP

To study the e e ts of routing instability on data plane
behavior, we olle ted tra eroutes and a tive probing data
from the RON testbed on three separate o asions: from
September 9, 2004 to O tober 7, 2004 (tra e T1 ) between
23 pairwise hosts, from November 28, 2004 to De ember 8,
2004 between 19 pairwise hosts (tra e T2 ), and from Mar h
11, 2005 to Mar h 21, 2005 between 9 pairwise hosts (tra e
T3 ).
We olle ted tra e T2 and T3 to in rease our on den e in the results; T2 and T3 in lude onsiderably more
frequent tra eroutes, to in rease our ability to orrelate our
tra eroute measurements with the failures observed in the
data plane. Table 1 summarizes the hosts we used for ea h
experiment. The tra eroute data onsists of both periodi
\snapshots" of the testbed topology and tra eroutes that
were triggered by failures that were dete ted by the a tive
probes. The dataset ontains over 430 million a tive probes
and 4 million tra eroutes. These hosts are geographi ally
and topologi ally diverse: the onne tions of these testbed
hosts in luded low-bandwidth upstream onne tions su h as
able modem and DSL, as well as higher bandwidth onne tions to both resear h networks (e.g., Internet2) and ommer ial ISPs. We olle ted BGP routing updates at the
sites where 7 of these sites were lo ated, as shown in boldfa e in Table 1. The remainder of this se tion des ribes our
measurement te hniques. We rst des ribe our a tive probing te hniques (i.e., the data plane measurements); we then
des ribe our ontrol plane measurements, whi h onsist of
IP-level tra eroutes and BGP routing data.
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Table 1: The hosts between whi h we measured network onne tivity. Asterisks indi ate U.S. universities on the Internet2 ba kbone. Hosts where we also
olle t BGP data are shown in boldfa e. All hosts
listed ex ept for Utah were used in tra e T1 .

3.1 Data Plane Measurements

The data plane measurements onsist of a tive probes between pairs of testbed hosts. The a tive probes allow us to
ontinuously monitor pa ket loss and delay hara teristi s
of the end-to-end paths in the testbed topology. The a tive probes allow us to determine when various paths are
experien ing outages or periods of high delay.
Be ause we are interested in witnessing end-to-end path
properties that result from routing proto ol behavior that
o urs on the order of tens of se onds, we probe ea h endto-end path on e every ve se onds. Ea h probing pa ket
is assigned a unique identi er. When a host transmits a
pa ket, it logs the time when the pa ket was sent; the host
that re eives the pa ket (1) logs the time when the pa ket
was re eived and (2) sends a reply probe to the sender, logging the time at whi h it sent the reply. The initial sender
then logs the time when it re eives the reply pa ket. All
of the testbed hosts are syn hronized to within 1 millise ond, whi h allows us to measure the one-way delay of every
transmission.

Limitations. Our data plane measurements only test endto-end rea hability of ea h path on e per ve se onds. Therefore, we are not guaranteed to apture any failures that last
shorter than 5 se onds and we are not equipped to hara terize those we do see; that is, we an only determine whether
a failure lasted at least 5 se onds if we see two (or more) lost
probes. Thus, not only will we fail to observe short failures
(i.e., those that last less than 5 se onds), but we also do not
have the ability to study the e e ts of routing dynami s on
these short-lived failures. The results of our study should
thus be interpreted as results for failures that last longer

than ve se onds.

3.2 Control Plane Measurements

To study ontrol plane dynami s, we measure the IP-level
forwarding paths with pairwise tra eroutes between testbed
hosts. We also olle ted BGP routing data at seven of the
testbed sites to allow us to monitor BGP routing instability
and route hanges.

3.2.1 Traceroute Measurements
If a host sends two onse utive pa kets without re eiving a
reply from the destination host, then the sender initiates a
series of tra eroutes to the destination. The sender immediately sends a tra eroute to the destination, and subsequently
sends one tra eroute to the destination every ten se onds
for ten minutes or until the destination be omes rea hable
again, whi hever o urs rst. The tra eroutes allow us to
study the properties of the IP-level path on e we have asertained the existen e of a problem in the data plane. Previous work has also used the ombination of a tive probes
and tra eroutes to study IP-level path properties during failures, albeit on a mu h oarser times ale [6℄. Due to the large
number of testbed paths and the frequen y with whi h we
ran tra eroutes, it was ne essary to rate-limit our tra eroute probes; as su h, we do not apture tra eroutes that
orrelate to all path failures, but we believe that the sample
for whi h we do measure path performan e is representative, espe ially for longer failures: we apture tra eroutes
for roughly 80% of failures for whi h at least three probes
were lost and roughly 75% of failures for whi h at least two
probes were lost.
To dis over IP-level path hanges, we must also olle t periodi \snapshots" of the IP-level paths in the testbed. A ordingly, in addition to the failure-triggered tra eroutes,
ea h host initiates a tra eroute to every other testbed destination every ve minutes. (In dataset T2 and T3 , we inreased this frequen y to on e per minute.) These measurements provide us with a view of the likely IP-level path
before the end-to-end path failure o urred, thus allowing
us to as ertain whether a parti ular path failure resulted in
an IP-level path hange, and what the nature of that path
hange was. To study data plane hara teristi s on shorter
times ales, we also ran a brief 10-hour experiment on one of
the testbed paths, sending tra eroutes on e per se ond and
a tive probes twi e per se ond in ea h dire tion. To estimate the AS of ea h IP-level hop in the tra eroute, we use
the origin AS of a routeviews routing table in ombination
with the routing registry data.
After we have identi ed that a sequen e of tra eroutes orresponds to some type of routing dynami s, we on lude that
any data path failure event that starts within 30 se onds of
the start of that sequen e of tra eroutes was likely aused
by the observed routing dynami s.

Limitations. We emphasize several important subtleties
and limitations of our tra eroute measurements:

1. We do not use the tra eroute measurements are to dete t the presen e of a failure on a forward path (as
tra eroute alone annot as ertain su h information),

Host

MIT (AS 3)
PSG (AS 3130)
GBLX-LON (AS 3549)
Aros (AS 6521)
PWH (AS 6549)
Cybermesa (AS 14818)

BGP Peers

Genuity, Cogent,
Com ast, Internet2
Genuity, Verio
Many ISPs
UUNet, Ele tri Lightwave
7 ISPs
Global Crossing, Xspedius

Table 2: Hosts from whi h we olle ted BGP data.
AS 1 eBGP
AS 3 (MIT)
AS 174
AS 7015

Border Router

iBGP

Monitor

AS 10578

Figure 8: At ea h olle tion host, we olle t BGP
messages from the network's border router. The gure shows the on guration for MIT, whi h obtains
upstream onne tivity from Genuity (AS 1) Cogent
(AS 174), Com ast (AS 7015), and the Northeast
Ex hange (via AS 10578).
but rather to provide information about the IP-level
path hara teristi s of a failure on a forward path that
was dete ted using a tive probes as des ribed in Se tion 3.1. This additional information helps us lassify
whi h failures are due to routing dynami s versus those
that are likely not.
2. As our tra eroute measurements are relatively infrequent (on e per ten se onds, in the best ase), we may
be unable to attribute some failures to routing dynami s (i.e., if the routing dynami s in between our tra eroutes). As su h, the number of failures that we have
attributed to routing dynami s should be interpreted
as a lower bound. In other words, routing dynami s
may be an even greater ontributor to end-to-end failures than our results suggest.

3.2.2 BGP Routing Measurements
Table 2 shows the hosts where we olle ted BGP messages.
These hosts ran Zebra, an open sour e software router [20℄,
on gured to log all BGP updates.
Figure 8 shows where the MIT olle tion host sits in relation
to the border router of the hosting network and the rest of
the Internet; other monitors sit in similar positions relative
to their border routers. MIT's border router has four upstream feeds: a ommer ial feed via Genuity/Level3 (AS 1),
Cogent (AS 174), Com ast (AS 7015), and to Internet2 via
the Northeast Ex hange (AS 10578).
The testbed host re eives BGP updates from the border
router. Be ause of the on guration, the monitors will not
see all BGP messages heard by the border router; they
see only BGP messages that ause a hange in the border
router's hoi e of best route to a pre x. Nevertheless, the
monitor sees all BGP hanges that would be relevant to
transient routing failures, be ause it sees all BGP updates

Failure Type

Routing Loops
Loop-Free Dynami s
Congestion

Number

50
113
1,033

Lost Pa kets

5,249
28,848
19,720

Fra tion

0.0975
0.5360
0.3664

Table 3: Pa kets lost due to ea h type of failure
for tra e T1 (for whi h more than two onse utive
probes were lost).
Failure Type

Routing Loops
Loop-Free Dynami s
Congestion

Number

12
788
1307

Lost Pa kets

281
12,053
5,530

Fra tion

0.0157
0.6747
0.3096

Table 4: Pa kets lost due to ea h type of failure
for tra e T2 (for whi h more than two onse utive
probes were lost).
that ould possibly ause the end-to-end paths between a
host and its destination to hange.

4.

PATH FAILURE CHARACTERISTICS

In this se tion, we analyze various hara teristi s of the endto-end path failures that we observed on the data plane. We
study data plane behavior of various types of path failures
based on the following three ategories: (1) those that involve a routing loop; (2) those that involve routing dynami s
but not a loop (i.e., loop-free routing dynami s); and (3) failures that we annot reliably attribute to a ontrol plane. It
is probably reasonable to assume that failures in the third
ategory are likely due to other phenomena su h as ongestion, as they orrespond to neither hanges in the IP-level
path before, during, or after the failure nor any visible routing updates. or any visible routing updates. Although we
an reliably infer when a path failure is aused by routing
dynami s, we unfortunately annot attribute the third lass
of failures to ongestion with absolute ertainty, be ause the
ontrol plane failure might not have been observable with
our tra eroute-based measurements: it may have lasted less
than ve se onds, not involved an IP-level path hange, or
both. Therefore, we emphasize that routing dynami s may
be an even greater ontributor to end-to-end path failures
than we are able to as ertain by our measurements alone.
In this se tion, we study the hara teristi s of these three
types of failures involving at least one lost pa ket. Table 3
summarizes the number of pa kets lost due to ea h type of
failure, for all failures longer than 1 minutes, for tra e T1 .
Tables 4 and 5 re e t the same statisti s for tra e T2 and
T3 , respe tively.
Although we observe that most lost pa kets are aused by
ongestion or some other hange that is not related to routing dynami s, when failures involving routing dynami s do
o ur, they are responsible for onsiderably longer failures.

4.1 Failure Duration

We rst study the e e ts of various types of failures on
the duration of end-to-end path failures. Routing dynami s
do not a ount for the majority of lost pa kets, but when
these types of failures do o ur, they are responsible for
failures that last onsiderably longer than failures that are

Failure Type

Routing Loops
Loop-Free Dynami s
Congestion

Number

6
182
156

Lost Pa kets

165
5,854
1,141

Fra tion

0.0230
0.8176
0.1594

Table 5: Pa kets lost due to ea h type of failure
for tra e T3 (for whi h more than two onse utive
probes were lost).
not aused by routing instability. Figure 9 shows a umulative distribution fun tion (CDF) of the duration of ea h
lass of end-to-end path failures. (Figure 10 shows the CDF
of the number of pa kets lost due to ea h type of routing
event. Be ause ea h host probed ea h path on e every ve
se onds, the number of probes lost is simply another way
to look at failure duration.) While 90% of failures that do
not involve routing instability last less than 10 se onds, half
of all failures involving routing dynami s last longer than
60 se onds. Failures involving loop-free routing dynami s
often last quite long: 20% of these failures last longer than
15 minutes. We also note that almost no failures last longer
than 30 minutes. The order of magnitude of these routing
failures is onsistent with BGP-related failures in previous
work [6, 11℄.
Our ndings involving failure duration on rm the ommonly held view that ongestion-related failures (and other
failures that do not involve the ontrol plane) are typi ally
short, while failures that involve ontrol plane instability
last onsiderably longer. These ndings make sense: while
ongestion-related failures are typi ally aused by short-lived
events (e.g., full queues), failures that involve ontrol plane
phenomena su h routing proto ol onvergen e are likely to
last onsiderably longer.

4.2 Interarrival Time

We hypothesized that failures involving the ontrol plane
would be less frequent than other types of failures, sin e ontrol plane-indu ed failures likely re e t more serious problems that o ur less frequently (e.g., BGP session reset,
failure of router interfa e, ber ut, mis on guration, et .),
whereas other types of failures su h as ongestion are likely
aused by burst events that tend to o ur more frequently
and are di tated by events that o ur on a mu h faster
times ale, su h as pa ket arrivals.
Figure 11 shows that our hypothesis holds in the ase of
very long failures: nearly 25% of failures involving routing
dynami s are not followed by another ontrol plane-related
failure within the same day. On the other hand, other types
of failures tend to o ur mu h more frequently.

4.3 Delay Characteristics

Failures that involve routing dynami s should not be ree ted by problems in the data plane before the failure o urs; on the other hand, we expe ted that a path that experien es a ongestion-related failure might experien e an
in rease in delay before the a tual pa ket loss o urs. To
test this hypothesis, we examined the di eren e between
average one-way delay along a path over 10 se onds before
the failure o urred and the delay after the failure ended.
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Figure 9: CDF of failure duration for failures of ea h
type.

Figure 10: CDF of number of probes lost for failure
of ea h type.

Only half of all failures of ea h type experien ed an improvement in one-way delay after a failure; thus, it seems that
ontrol plane failures also experien e degradation of path
quality before the a tual pa ket loss o urs. This degradation may be aused by routing instability that auses pa kets
to take ir uitous or otherwise suboptimal routes but nevertheless does not prevent pa kets from rea hing their destination. Alternatively, when a ontrol plane failure ends, the
IP-level path may be di erent and shorter than that whi h
was being used before the failure; in this ase, we are not
witnessing a degradation before the ontrol plane failure,
but rather a path improvement after the failure.

in delay hara teristi s of the path. The same an be said
of most other failures, but a small fra tion of other failures
involve signi ant hanges in the delay hara teristi s of the
path.

When a path does experien e an improvement in one-way
delay after a failure ends, the improvements in delay are
often signi antly larger when the failure was related to
ongestion. Figure 12 shows a CDF of these delay hara teristi s for the failures that experien ed an improvement
in one-way delay after the path failure ended. Although
90% of failures of any type experien e a de rease in average delay of 10 millise onds or less, about 2% of failures
that do not involve the ontrol plane are asso iated with a
one-way delay improvement of more than 100 millise onds
(this hara teristi is parti ularly true in tra e T1 . Nearly
all ontrol plane failures do not involve signi ant hanges

4.4 Spatial Characteristics

In this se tion, we study the spatial hara teristi s of path
failures, addressing the following questions: Where do failures appear? How are failures distributed a ross paths?
and Do paths fail independently (i.e., how likely is it that
other paths from the same sour e to other destinations also
fail)? These questions are important be ause rea tive routing te hniques (e.g., RON [17℄) are most su essful at masking path failures that o ur both independently and further
from the edge of the network [6℄. Answering these questions
for di erent types of failures lends insight into what types of
failures rea tive routing will be most su essful at masking.

4.4.1 Where do failures appear?
To determine whether failures aused by routing dynami s
o ur lose to the network edge, we ompute the following
metri for ea h failure:
Id
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Figure 11: CDF of failure interarrival times.

Figure 12: CDF of one-way delay hara teristi s for
failures of ea h type.

where jPsd j denotes the length of AS-level forwarding path
from a sour e s to a destination d and jPsu j denotes the
length of AS-level forwarding path from the sour e to the
AS u where the failure appears. If Id value is lose 0 or 1,
the failure is lose the sour e or the destination, respe tively.

4.4.2 How are failures distributed across paths?
Figure 15 shows the number of failures aused by loop-free
routing dynami s experien ed by pairs of end hosts, and
Figure 16 shows the number for routing loops for tra e T1 .
Most end-to-end paths failures. Furthermore, paths that
experien e failures due to loop-free routing dynami s are
mu h more likely to experien e routing loops than those
that do not.

Figure 13 shows the lo ation of failures due to loop-free routing dynami s, and Figure 14 shows the lo ation of failures
aused by routing loops for tra e T1 . In these gures, we
show only failures lasting less than 10 minutes or less beause only 10% of failures last more than 10 minutes. Although path failures an appear both lose to end hosts and
in the network \ ore", we observe that a signi ant fra tion
of failures due to routing dynami s o ur in the ore: 43%
of failures involving loop-free routing dynami s and 63% of
routing loops have 0:2  Id  0:8.
Loops that last longer than 100 se onds are extremely rare:
we witnessed only four su h ases; we observed two loops
with Id = 0 and a duration of 400 se onds. When these
long-lived routing loops o urred, they all appeared in the
same AS as the sour e host. (In Se tion 5, we will show that
these routing loops are aused by stati default routes.)

4.4.3 Do paths fail independently?
We wanted to determine whether failures related to routing dynami s were independent; that is, when a parti ular
path from a sour e to destination fails, how likely is it that
other paths from the same sour e to other destinations also
fail? Figure 17 shows these hara teristi s for ea h type of
failure. Most failures of ea h type involve only one sour edestination pair, but ontrol plane-related failures tend to
involve a smaller number of destinations than other types
of failures. This result suggests that failures that do not involve the ontrol plane, su h as ongestion, typi ally o ur
near the edge of the network (i.e., lose to an end host), thus
preventing a single sour e from rea hing a large number of
destinations. On the other hand, ontrol plane failures tend
to o ur further from the network edge.
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Figure 13: Spatial hara teristi s of failures aused
by loop-free routing dynami s.

Figure 15: The number of failures due to loop-free
routing dynami s experien ed by ea h pair of end
hosts.
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Figure 14: Spatial hara teristi s of failures involving routing loops.
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Figure 16: The number of failures due to routing
loops experien ed by ea h pair of end hosts.

Be ause, in all ases, more than 90% of failures involve only
one path, rea tive routing te hniques should, in theory, be
able to avert the majority of in idents that result in lost
pa kets (assuming that these te hniques ould rea t to the
failure events qui kly enough). Our results also suggest that
these te hniques will be most su essful at masking failures
involving routing dynami s, whi h more ommonly involve
only a single path than other types of path failures.

rea h the destination. When the link between router 2 and
3 fails, pa kets are dropped at router 2 until it re eives an
alternate route from router 5. We know that this ase should
be attributed to routing lags. However, it is diÆ ult to
attribute this to routing lag from IP-level information sin e
there are no visible multiple failure points. For example, for
dataset T1 , we nd about 111 failures that belong to this
ase, and we suspe t that some of them belong to routing
lags.

5.

The se ond observation is that about 83% of failures involving loop-free routing dynami s experien e a hange in
AS-level forwarding path, whi h indi ates that those failures
must indeed involve BGP.

ROUTING DYNAMICS CAUSED BY BGP

In this se tion, we aim to understand the extent to whi h
routing dynami s are aused by BGP. We rst study loopfree routing dynami s aused by BGP; we then dis uss routing loops that appear to aused by BGP.

5.1 Loop-free Routing Dynamics

We use IP-level path hanges to help us identify loop-free
routing dynami s aused by BGP. Even though we annot
verify that all loop-free routing dynami s, we support our results from three observations, as shown in Table 6. The rst
observation is that failures o ur at multiple failure points.
As we mention above, IP-level paths with multiple failure
points are due to the propagation of BGP withdrawals. We
nd that for both datasets, T1 and T2 , about 17% of all failures aused by loop-free routing dynami s an be attributed
to routing lags.
Our heuristi annot identify routing lags with the same
failure point. For example, in Figure 18, before a failure,
router 2 has only one available routes to d be ause of BGP's
\poisoned reverse", i.e., router 5 uses the path via router 2 to

Our third observation is the orrelation between BGP instability and IP-level path hanges. We orrelate IP-level
path hanges observed from 7 end hosts with BGP instability olle ted from the same end hosts. Be ause of BGP's
onvergen e delay, we use a 60-minute time window to orrelate IP level path hanges with BGP instability. Suppose
at time t there is a failure with an IP-level path hange;
we examine if there is any BGP update for the destination
during the time [t 30; t + 30℄. We observe about 56%
of IP-level path hanges for dataset T1 and about 48% for
dataset T2 , are orrelated with BGP updates from those end
hosts. Note that if an IP-level path hange o urs within an
AS, this hange may be invisible at end hosts. That is, this
intra-AS IP-level path hange does not hange AS-level path
so this failure may not be visible from the end hosts. (Note
that this observation is onsistent with previous work, whi h
observed that end-to-end path outages oin ide with BGP

Observation

0.1
Fraction

Tra e

routing lags
AS-level forwarding
path hange
BGP instability

1

T1

17%
83%
56%

Tra e

T2

17.5%
82.5%
48%

Table 6: Loop-free routing dynami s aused by BGP
for tra e T1 and T2 .
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Figure 17: Complementary CDF of number of destinations involved for failures of ea h type.
instability roughly half of the time [6℄.)

5.2 Routing Loops

In this se tion, we introdu e heuristi s to identify the various auses of routing loops and estimate the prevalen e of
routing loops due to di erent auses. Here, we fo us on
routing loops shown in all datasets.
Table 7 shows the number of forwarding loops orrelated
with four routing loops. Over the ourse of our study observe
114 routing loops that were responsible for 63 distin t endto-end path failures. Roughly 78% of loops are due to BGP
proto ol (iBGP or eBGP), whi h is onsistent with previous
observations [3℄. Our inferen e te hniques ould not identify
the ause of 37 of these loops.
The rest of this se tion des ribes our te hniques for identifying the auses of forwarding loops and explores the properties of these di erent types of loops in more detail. We
rst study loops aused by default routes; then, we dis uss
loops that appear to be aused by BGP.

5.2.1 Loops Caused by Default Routes
Routing tables in transit ASes are typi ally default-free, but
stub ASes often use default routes for a signi ant number of
Internet destinations. We use BGP routing tables from hosts
to examine forwarding loops o urring at sour e hosts and
destination hosts and determine whether the routing loop
was likely aused by a default route. If a network re eives
a BGP withdrawal for some destination, the network has
no BGP route for the destination. However, if the host
ontinues to forward pa kets after the withdrawal o urs,
and the pa kets are aught in a loop, we on lude that the
loop is aused by a stati default route. We observed four
routing loops aused by default routes at one sour e host,
all of whi h lasted more than 100 se onds.
5.2.2 Loops Caused by BGP
To distinguish loops aused by BGP routing events from
those aused by the IGP, we exploit the fa t that the intermediate paths look di erent during BGP onvergen e than
they do during IGP onvergen e. When an IGP event o urs, routers re ompute new paths a ording to a omplete
view of network topology; on the other hand, a router sele ts a BGP route among the route advertisements it reeives from neighboring routers. When a single IGP routing
event o urs, a router will only hange paths on e, and other
routers on the new path should sele t onsistent shortest
paths. All IGP routers involved in loops ultimately swit h
to a shortest path that is onsistent with the nal shortest path assignment when IGP nishes onverging. On the
other hand, due to path exploration, the routers involved in
a BGP-indu ed forwarding loop may temporarily use paths
that are not onsistent with the nal path assignment.
Figure 19 shows an example of an IGP-indu ed forwarding loop: there are 5 IGP routers; ea h link has an IGP
weight. Before the link between router 4 and 5 fails, all

Cause

Number of routing loops

default route
eBGP
iBGP
unknown (iBGP, IGP, or both)

4
35
54
21

Table 7: Routing Loops due to BGP, or stati default route for all datasets.
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Figure 19: An example of IGP routing loop.
routers forward traÆ via router 4. If that link fails, router
4 will swit h to a new shortest path via router 3. Due to
propagation delay of link-state advertisements (LSAs) and
shortest-path omputation, router 3 may not yet have omputed a new path before router 4 swit hes paths. Before
router 3 re eives the LSA, there is a loop between routers
3 and 4. When router 3 re eives the LSA, it derives a new
shortest path via router 2, whi h is onsistent with the path
derived by router 4. Similarly, before router 2 re eives the
LSA, there is a loop between router 2 and router 4. Finally,
the loop is resolved when router 2 re eives the LSA. The new
shortest path derived by router 2 is still onsistent with that
derived by router 4. Note that this behavior an also result
from routing loops aused by intera tions between iBGP and
the IGP, although the onvergen e pro ess will typi ally be
mu h slower than with IGP alone.
This insight allows us to distinguish forwarding loops aused
by BGP from those that are aused by IGP. If a forwarding
loop traverses multiple ASes, we onsider the loop due to
eBGP loop. If the forwarding loop remains within a single
AS, we then determine whether the routers involving in a
loop make onsistent routing de isions during onvergen e.
We ompare a set of IP-level paths during a loop with the
IP-level path after the loop. If the path after the loop ends
still fails to rea h the destination, we on lude that the loop
is due to iBGP loop. Otherwise, we examine if the rst
router in the loop has di erent next hops during and after
the loop (i.e., whether its routing de isions were onsistent).
If the next hop that the rst router uses during the loop is
di erent than its next hop when the loop ends, we on lude
the loop is aused by iBGP. Using this te hnique, we were
able to identify 114 forwarding loops aused by either eBGP
or iBGP onvergen e, as shown in Table 7; iBGP loops a ounted for more than two-thirds of these forwarding loops.
Be ause of the probing granularity of our experiments (i.e.,
one probe per path every 5 se onds, and one tra eroute every 10 se onds), we do not expe t to observe IGP onver-

gen e, whi h typi ally o urs on the order of millise onds
to se onds. Thus, it is very likely that the 37 forwarding
loops that we ould not attribute to either iBGP or eBGP
were aused by the intera tions between iBGP and IGP, as
des ribed in previous work [18℄.

5.2.3 Correlating Routing Loops and BGP Instability
We orrelate routing loops from 7 end hosts with BGP instability olle ted from the same end hosts. We use the same
60-minute time window to orrelate them. We observe about
44% of routing loops are orrelated with BGP instability.

6. RELATED WORK

In this se tion, we survey related work that has studied:
auses of routing instability, the hara teristi s of pa ket
loss, and properties of end-to-end Internet rea hability.
Previous work has studied routing instability and end-to-end
performan e separately but has not examined the e e ts of
routing instability on end-to-end performan e. Labovitz et
al. studied BGP route instability, fo using on the stability
of paths between Internet Servi e Providers and arti ially
inje ted routing failures to dis over their e e ts on Internet
path performan e [10℄; we extend this work by quantifying
the e e ts of real-world routing instability on end-to-end
performan e. Re ent work attempts to identify the ause
and origin of routing dynami s but does not study the effe ts of routing dynami s on end-to-end performan e [4, 5,
7℄. Other work has hara terized failures that are orrelated with IS-IS routing updates [3℄. They lassify failures
a ording to their underlying auses su h as maintenan e a tivities, router-related and opti al layer problems. Teixeira
et al. measure the e e ts of intradomain routing on BGP
routing stability but do not examine how this instability affe ts end-to-end performan e [18℄. Other work has also examined the e e ts of various routing proto ol artifa ts (e.g.,
timers, route ap damping parameters) on onvergen e time
but does not explore the e e ts of this slow onvergen e on
end-to-end performan e [9, 13℄.
Conversely, other studies have examined the orrelation between pa ket delay and pa ket loss and model ongestionindu ed pa ket loss [14, 19℄, but these studies do not examine the e e ts of routing dynami s on pa ket loss. Our
work extends these previous studies by quantifying the effe ts of these instabilities on end-to-end performan e and
the extent to whi h routing instability degrades end-to-end
performan e.
Measurement studies have orrelated routing instability and
end-to-end performan e, without identifying to what extent
routing instability a tually auses end-to-end performan e
degradation. Paxson identi ed Internet failures, routing
loops, and routing pathologies using end-to-end tra eroutes
olle ted in 1994 and 1995 [15℄ and dis overed that routing
instability an disrupt end-to-end onne tivity. We build on
this work by examining the extent to whi h various types of
routing instability are responsible for pa ket loss and degradations in end-to-end performan e. Feamster et al. studied
the lo ation and duration of end-to-end path failures and
orrelated end-to-end path failures with BGP routing instability [6℄. Their results show that most path failures last
less than 15 minutes and most failures that oin ide with

BGP instability appear in the network ore. Our paper extends this study by examining the e e ts of various types of
routing instability on end-to-end performan e, rather than
simply the orrelation between instability and end-to-end
performan e.
Re ent work has also examined the e e ts of routing instability data plane performan e within a single AS. Agarwal
et al.
orrelated BGP routing hanges with pa ket tra es
from a large ba kbone ISP and found that BGP routing instability usually has little e e t on shifts in traÆ within
a single AS [1℄. Boutremans et al. use a tive and passive
measurements to study the impa t of network ongestion,
link failures and IS-IS routing instability on voi e over IP
servi e on a tier-1 ba kbone network [2℄. Markopoulou et
al. also observed failure durations and interarrival times
within a single AS, but do not observe how these failures
a e t end-to-end path performan e [12℄. Our work fo uses
on how routing dynami s a e t end-to-end pa ket loss and
performan e, rather than traÆ shifts within a single AS.

7.

CONCLUSION

Despite the fa t that in reasingly many Internet appli ations depend on high availability of end-to-end paths, our
understanding of (1) how routing dynami s a e t end-toend path performan e and (2) what types of routing events
are responsible for dynami s that result in long-lived has
been extremely limited to date. This paper explores how
routing dynami s a e t end-to-end path rea hability and
performan e; we believe that this paper presents the rst
in-depth study of the e e ts of routing dynami s on endto-end paths. Our ombines measurements from both the
data and ontrol planes (i.e., a tive probes, tra eroutes, and
BGP routing data) and employs new te hniques to identify
the auses of end-to-end path failures using only information
the IP-level path as measured from end-hosts.
Our ndings suggest that while most pa ket losses are aused
by phenomena other than routing dynami s (e.g., ongestion), when routing dynami s do ause path failures, these
path failures an last signi antly longer than other types of
failures. Path failures involving loop-free routing dynami s
tend to last longer than those that involve loops. Most path
failures due to routing dynami s o ur loser to the network
\ ore" involve only a small number of end hosts, while failures due to other auses (e.g., ongestion) often involve a
larger number of paths. This result suggests that rea tive
routing an be su essful at masking the types of failures
that result from routing dynami s and that it may o asionally have trouble masking long-lived failures aused by
other fa tors. Finally, we note that most long-lived failures
that are aused by routing dynami s an be attributed to
the interdomain routing proto ol, BGP. BGP is the sour e
of many ases of routing dynami s that result in long-lived
end-to-end path failures; redesigning some of BGP's artifa ts that result in slow onvergen e may eliminate the vast
majority of end-to-end path failures aused by routing dynami s.
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